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Or we could frame the research in terms of
“Practical Wisdom”

√ reading, writing AND speaking, listening (THINKING)
√ across the grades, content area disciplines
√ each discipline has a unique lexicon students must master

What is the “gold standard” for best evidence
in education?

Meta-Analysis
There are two ways to improve
results: redesign the school based
on best instructional practices or
get new kids.
- Tim Westerberg, former high school principal in Littleton, CO

How do we adjudicate “best”? A requirement
without which coherence is impossible !

A prerequisite for significant school improvement…

Collaborative
Coherence

Meta + Analysis = ?
Meta-cognition = thinking about
your thinking...
Meta-Analysis is…

IES Research Summary:
Improving Adolescent
Literacy: Provides a
heuristic for our work.
1st Step? Begin w/the
best research evidence
available...

FREE: www.centeroninstruction.org
or simply put, “getting out ducks in a row” !!
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IES Improving Adolescent Literacy: 5
Key Recommendations – All Content Areas
1) Provide explicit vocabulary/academic language
instruction (spoken/written)
2) Provide direct & explicit comprehension strategy/
critical thinking instruction
3) Provide opportunities for extended discussion +
writing re: text/content meaning and interpretations
4) Increase motivation and engagement in literacy Tier 1
learning (e.g. connections, choice, applications, etc)
5) Make available intensive individualized interventions
for struggling readers that can be provided by
qualified specialists. (i.e. “tiered interventions/MTSS”)

CCSS calls for 6 shifts
• More informational texts
• Shared responsibility for Literacy with
Science, History/Social Studies, and
Technical Subjects
• Increased text complexity
• Text-dependent questions
• Argumentation with text-based
evidence
• Focus on academic vocabulary/
academic language
http://www.fisherandfrey.com

Tier 2 & 3

IES Adolescent Literacy Practice Guide –
Recommendation No. 1...
Provide explicit vocabulary instruction
Teachers should provide students with explicit
vocabulary instruction both as part of reading and
language arts classes and as part of content area
classes such as science and social studies. By giving
students explicit instruction in vocabulary, teachers
help them learn the meaning of new words and
strengthen their independent skills of constructing the
meaning of text.
Strength of evidence: High

The Bottom Line Rationale for
DIRECTLY Teaching Vocabulary?
“Given the importance of academic background
knowledge, and the fact that vocabulary is such
an essential aspect of it, one of the most crucial
services that teachers can provide, particularly
for students who do not come from academically
advantaged backgrounds, is systematic
instruction in important academic terms.”
- Marzano & Pickering, 2005
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Explicit Teaching Is:
I do it - modeling (including thinking aloud)
We do it - teacher guided
Y’all do it - partner practice/small

heart & soul
of effective
instruction...

group IF task/topic warrants

You do it - independent practice (w/feedback)

Explicit Vocabulary Instruction:
A Brief Demonstration
a•poth•e•ó•sis
apotheosis, n.
0-1-2-3-4-5

Synonym

Explanation/Examples

Image

Among the various scenic locations in Sonoma Co
California, the Dry Creek Valley is the ______________.
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Analyze – Synthesize - Evaluate

Now it’s your turn....
Among the various scenic
locations in (your locale),______
is the apotheosis.

What did I do as a teacher in terms of:
1) Specific attributes of direct/explicit
instruction – engagement, etc. to increase
the odds that learning would occur?
2) Specific attributes of effective vocabulary
instruction/academic language development?

Implications for EVERY teacher 6-12
concerned w/improving literacy?

Bottom Line Summary?
Architecture of Effective Vocabulary Instruction:
Prioritize – key terms that drive comprehension & require
additional focus, high use academic words... only the “big dogs”!

Connection – new to the known, building the “semantic
network” in the mind/brain

Use – academic speaking and writing as we construct and apply
knowledge (not simply memorize or match, multiple choice etc.)

No single correct method or strategy – it will depend on how
important the term is, how difficult it is to grasp, level of your
students, content area etc. ...but the same essential architecture is
there – Prioritize, Connect & Use

Academic Language: a
Key to Success (esp. for ELLs)
Vocabulary: the specialized words used in academic
settings: content specific (e.g. hegemony) & high use
academic terms (e.g. analyze, comparatively, variable)

Instructional Guidelines for Explicitly
Teaching a New Term

1) Introduce (say together, syllables,
identify part of speech, morphology, etc.)

2) Explain BEFORE Define
3) Provide Examples
--------------“Quick Teach”
4) Deepen Understanding
5) Review & Coach Use

Where is Academic English Found? - In Print!

ALL Academic Texts
Gr. 6 & up…

Syntax: the way words are arranged in order to form
sentences or phrases
Grammar: the rules according to which the words of a
language change their form and are combined into
sentences

Dr. Kevin Feldman kfeldman@scoe.org 	
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Academic Language as a
“Second Language”

Close or Strategic Reading
Annotation Key
“Visible Thinking”

Every student in all of your
content area classes are
“AESL”.... Academic English
as a Second Language.
* modeling, practice, feedback,
meaningful applications in
speaking and writing... just like
Spanish or French... DAILY !

Active Student
Cognitive Engagement

Underline key ideas – essential details (2)
Star – the most essential idea
Circle any essential vocabulary terms
(not more than 2)
Triangle around words you are unsure of...
Author in your head! – ask a Q, make a
comment, connection, application,
agree/disagree… interact!!

?

The Power of Teaching
Student to Annotate
During Content Reading
-Zywica & Gomez
2008, 52 (2), JAAL

Many researchers think that it is not
the specific strategy taught, but rather the
students’ active participation in the
comprehension process that makes the most
difference in students’ comprehension.

Why does structured
annotation help
comprehension?

(Gersten et al., 2001; Pressley et al., 1987)

The key “take away” here… 50 years of cognitive psychology
has concluded the essential attribute of ALL effective
comprehension strategies… they ALWAYS clearly cause:

Academic Language is the
“lingua franca” of Successful Students
Our Goal: ALL students will learn to speak/write like
a young or apprentice:
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Scientist
Historian
Mathematician
Writer
Artist
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The Critical Role of Discussion
“Whatever their intended major or
profession, high school graduates will
depend heavily on their ability to listen
attentively to others so that they are
able to build on others’ meritorious
ideas while expressing their own clearly
and persuasively.” - CCSS

What Does the Research Say
re: Effective Discussions ?

8th Grade CCSS: Speaking & Listening
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher –led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on other’s ideas and expressing their
own clearly.
Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse
media and formats (e.g. visually, quantitatively, orally)
and evaluate the motives (e.g. social, commercial,
political) behind its presentation.
Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims,
evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and relevance
and sufficiency of the evidence and identifying when
irrelevant evidence is introduced.

The Power of a Basic Sentence
or Response Frame
Turn the Question into part of the Answer…

Preparation

e.g. What are the essential characteristics of _______?

Effective
Discussions

Structure

The essential characteristics of_______ are _____.
Benefits:
 Structures students speaking in complete sentences.
 Structures students using essential academic vocabulary
embedded in the question (e.g. predict)
 No preparation required, simply a habit/routine to form

(Murphy et al., 2009; Soter et al., 2008)

Sentence Frames
The most essential idea in these
paragraphs was_______ because____.

The author’s contention that ______
is of paramount import because______.

Explicitly Teach & Scaffold the Use
of Precise Language Within Each Discipline
e.g. Science Lab

Word Bank

Word Bank

(Precise Science Terms)

(General Academic Terms)






mass
density
displacement
volume






characteristic
increase
graduated
equivalent

* After initial teaching – briefly model 1-2 example/non-example of how
to use precise language during the lab, prompt-monitor-feedback
during the lab… incredibly powerful (and easy to do!)

Dr. Kevin Feldman kfeldman@scoe.org 	
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Prompting Student to Use Academic or
“College Words”...
Routines such as:
√ Point them out when they occur in texts
- “Fast Mapping”, link to known words quickly
√ Validate then prompt students to use a
more precise academic or “college word”..

Writing Identified by
the CCSS?
Types/Genres of Writing Required in
College/Career, And for Citizenship??

√ Provide sentence stems that include AL
e.g. Three critical attributes of the ___ were___
√ Talk UP – use College Language w/synonyms
e.g. The beginning or genesis of the labor
movement was _______.

Reflect: Expository Writing Across
Disciplines/Grades at Your School

Great Examples of Brief Non-Fiction
Content Specific Writing
- Kinsella, Kinsella/Ward-Singer

1) On the “radar screen” – everyone is aware of the
import of these 3 types of writing, it’s a clear focus.
2) We are implementing a plan – the school/dept/PLC has
a clear plan using evidence based tactics to address the
instruction of these 3 types of writing.
3) Evaluation/Improvement – teachers look at student writing
together to figure out what is working/not working for various
types of students – use these data to guide instructional
plans, improvement – model/observe/video etc.

Download FREE: http://carnegie.org/publications/search-publications/pub/315/

1) Power Sentences (Vocabulary & Thinking
Structured = Power)

2) 5 min paper (Topic 1-2 detail sentences)
• Warm Ups/Exit Tickets etc.
3) 10 min paper (Topic 2-3 detail sentences)
Tons of resources FREE to download from Dr. Kate:
http://www.sccoe.org/depts/ell/kinsella.asp

Practices That Enhance Students’ Reading Comp
This report identifies a cluster of closely related instructional practices shown to be
effective in improving students’ reading. We have grouped these practices within three
core recommendations, here listed in order of the strength of their supporting evidence.
I. HAVE STUDENTS WRITE ABOUT THE TEXTS THEY READ. Students’
comprehension of science ,social studies, and language arts texts is improved when
they write about what they read, specifically when they
√ Respond to a Text in Writing (Writing Personal Reactions, Analyzing and Interpreting
√ Write Summaries of a Text
√ Write Notes About a Text
√ Answer Questions About a Text in Writing, or Create and Answer
Written Questions About a Text
II. TEACH STUDENTS THE WRITING SKILLS AND PROCESSES THAT GO INTO
CREATING TEXT.
Students’ reading skills and comprehension are improved by learning the skills and
processes that go into creating text

By Steve Graham & Michael Hebert
Vanderbilt University
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III. INCREASE HOW MUCH STUDENTS WRITE. Students’ reading comprehension is
improved by having them increase how often they produce their own texts.
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We Need to MARINATE them in
Academic Language !!

Take the Academic
Language Oath !!
“I will ensure that EVERY single
student in my class speaks, and
often also writes, at least one
meaningful academic sentence
EVERY day !”

Dr. Kevin Feldman kfeldman@scoe.org 	


Academic Language: Word Generation Project
http://wg.serpmedia.org/ FREE!! Gr. 4-8

Thanks for Attending !

Please send along any
questions; kfeldman@scoe.org
Kevin Feldman
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